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Mister Shivers shares five spine-tingling stories. In the first, a
brother and sister accept a dare to enter an old mansion where
they discover a startling surprise. In the second, a girl is sure a
hair is stuck in her throat, but then maybe it’s not a hair at all,
maybe it’s something much worse. The third story tells of a boy
whose mother never should have bought a certain statue. In the
fourth story it becomes quite clear that a boy should never have
left his toys out in the rain. In the last horrifying tale, a girl hears
a scratching at the window. Despite her parents telling her it’s
branches scraping against the glass, she finds proof it was more
than that.
This book is pleasantly spooky yet not inherently frightening.
The illustrations have a cartoon feel, but with tones of grey and
scribbly details fitting for the atmosphere of the stories. The
scariest picture depicts a marionette puppet with glowing eyes.
Each of the stories would be great for reading aloud, and they are
simple enough some young children could read them themselves.
Written with an audience of young elementary school children in
mind, most of the stories are only scary because they end on a
suspenseful cliffhanger. Nothing gruesome or violent is described
or pictured. Overall this book might not be a fine fit for children
prone to nightmares, but for other children it should prove just
scary enough to send delightful chills down their spines.
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